
ASME IAM3D 2021
Best Design Report Globally

TEAM ARIA

Team ARIA is a team of 10 Aerial enthusiasts under the guidance of
Dr. Nishant Mishra that participated in the IAM3D segment of Global
E-FEST 2021 organized by ASME

The ASME IAM3D (Innovative Additive Manufacturing 3D) Challenge is
designed to give undergraduate students of mechanical engineering and
other fields from around the world an opportunity to re-engineer existing
products or create new designs using the Modern Age technique of
Additive Manufacturing .

For this year's event the team had to use their engineering design
principles and leverage the latest advances in Additive Manufacturing
technology to creatively re-design an UARCV, or Unmanned Aerial Racing
cargo Vehicle commonly known as Drones that aimed at providing a right
balance between agility and stability to pick up and Drop a ferromagnetic
Payload Remotely mid-Air without losing its fierce speed.
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The ten enthusiastic members of Team Aria assembled for the first time on
the night of 4th November 2020 to begin a 6 month long engineering saga
in which Most of the design process took place online because of the
pandemic.

Team Members

Design Objectives

Taking last year’s idea of maintaining a balance between agility and stability
forward, Team started iterating about all the possible nifty, weird difficult
basic ideas that came up, along with rigorous discussions deliberately
scrutinizing last years design to find the shortcomings as well as the room
for improvement in every segment by looking over the general aspects and
basis of a good design rather than looking up for a good design directly
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1.  The major problem faced in last year’s design was that the longer stands
designed to actually protect the payload mechanism could not withstand
the impact of landing and hence used to break under those forces.
hence, the first objective of the current design was to place the payload
mechanism between the bottom and top plate of the airframe. This
eliminated the need of longer stands and the risk of damaging the
payload mechanism in case of a crash landing.

2.  Placing the payload mechanism between the two bases led to an
increase in the height of the drone, hence, the second design objective
was to place the battery inside the body of the airframe , as placing the
battery on top would further increase the overall height of the drone and
raise the Centre of Mass farther above the plane of the motors,making the
drone unstable.

3. This led to the idea of not using battery straps for the drone (being a
non- 3d printed part) just like in commercial drones and making an airframe
design which self-supports the battery wherein it can charged without
actually removing the battery from the drone

These three design ideas were adhered to in the entire design and
iterations phase and led to our final design.
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Individual Design Components

Each & every single part of the Drone was cleverly thought of & had a
reason for its existence as to how the final design is best suited for the
required dynamics

Arms

The Team was intrigued and captivated by the use of trusses because of
their self supporting and higher stress distribution abilities. Alongside this,
considering we decided upon arms being the most integral part of our
QUAD, team ideated, keeping trussed self supporting features constant,
upon many designs, mainly upon modifying and optimizing the structures
to make it stronger and resistant to impact forces before reaching the final
outcome
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Bottom Base

After many iterations it was decided that the base should be such that it
supports the arms pavement by sliding it in to make up for an easy
assemble - disassemble. Keeping it simple, it also had special cuts for
battery wires such that they can be charged without actual battery removal

Stands

The objective was to design stands which protect the base and arms of the
drone from damage while landing. After various iterations and testings, it
was found that stands were able to withstand the high impact forces while
landing. Features of final stand design are listed below :
• It prevents the drone from toppling over on its side
• Provided an ease of assembly by enclosing the bottom part of the arms,
hence preventing the first impact on arms through all sides.

NIFTY Ideas
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The team strongly believes that they have implemented countless nifty
ideas in process of making this project reality, still we have shortlisted a few
that break the barriers and set us distinctively apart from others,

Payload Mechanism
Being an SNUite,for us it has always been to innovate, excel and think
differently with mindful dauntless spirits, and this is for the reason why we
came together to innovate and redefine the payload pickup and drop
mechanism

#Iteration1 - Electromagnet

The initial idea was to use an electromagnet
to pick up and drop the payload, but it had to
be constantly powered throughout the lap
using excess battery

#Iteration2 - Gripper
The team had considered a gripper
mechanism, in which a rotating arm
would hold the payload against a fixed
arm. Furthermore, a spring was attached
to the rotating arm to facilitate the grip.
However, the team realised that great
precision was required for the system
to function.

#Final Iteration - Slider Crank
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Finally A modified version of Slider the crank mechanism, the sub
assembly as shown consists of a slider which is connected to a permanent
magnet on one end and 3D printed servo fin on the other. The fin powered
by a servo acting as the crank picks up payload by the permanent magnet
and uses mechanical power in order to detach it mid flight
Unlike other common ideas like electromagnet, the mechanism used is
more sturdy, safe from accidental power disconnect and most
importantly uses far less power than electromagnet which has to be
turned on for full course flight

Other Notable NIFTY Ideas

Other important mentions include the in house placement of battery inside
the cage for compactness and design integrity, not to forget the special
cuts for battery insertion which has been optimised for a perfect fit inside
the roll cage thereby reducing the number of non 3D printed parts like
battery straps or mounts to 0
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The design has been implemented in such a way that battery can be easily
removed by unscrewing 4 screws and charged while staying inside the
cage by special cut outs in the base plate which aid the battery
connections to be easily accessible

Design For Manufacturing Assembly (DFMA)

During all this while designing the Quad, DFMA protocols were taken into
consideration strictly. For this very reason the final design has been tested
under the parameters like Ease of Assembly, Part size and quantity
reduction, part re-configuration and modular behavior of the assembly
and parts

At the end, error proofing was done for all the parts & sub-assemblies
giving adequate access to tool clearance and fasteners
As well as final assembly maximum leviage, to have it easily repairable in
case of accidents
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Design For Additive Manufacturing (DFAM) & 3D print Configuration

All the parts, especially the arms and the top base have been designed to
utilise the benefits of additive manufacturing while keeping in mind its
disadvantages. The arms and the top base cannot be manufactured easily
using conventional manufacturing techniques and are optimized for
additive manufacturing

After collectively and closely analysing PLA, ABS * PETG, team decided to
opt for PETG filament due to its higher yield strength along with
considerable amount of elastic regime

The design was finalised upon checking all the constraints and its
manufacturability, The goal was to minimize the Support structures by a
combination of good design and print orientation keeping in mind the
overall strength
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Infill pattern and %

While the infill pattern was chosen as Cubic, An infill percentage of 20%
has been given to all the parts of the drone. Considering this to be a good
tradeoff between print time, brittleness and most importantly weight, we
moved ahead with increasing the number of walls to provide optimum
strength to the parts.

Electronics

An F7 flight controller coupled with blheli32 ESCs were used to control
the stability and agility of the quad by carefully controlling the 4 - 2207
2450KV BLDC motors.
5045 Propellers were used to give quad its necessary thrust for flying, with
vtx, camera and receiver installed in place for live visuals of the drone.
A high torque servo motor was also used to control the slider crank
mechanism for payload attach and detach, all this powered by a 5200mah
4S lipo Battery giving a flight time of whopping 12 minutes
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Analyses & physical Testing

A drop test analysis for the arms and the whole assembly was performed
using Solidworks. The drop height was given as 10 feet

A static structural simulation for the stands was also performed using
Solidworks. Given Force = 60N
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Universal Testing Machine was used to apply compressive loads to the 3D
printed arm of our drone. The following table depicts the values of
displacement for different values of loads:

At last the team's tireless collaborative effort led to an astonishing design.
In January the more daring members of the team migrated to the campus
of Shiv Nadar University to make real a fabulous fantasy.
Those who stayed home did not spare a moment to offer their fellows
advice every day when the team met. The team Captain's room became a
laboratory where the components of the drone were assembled after
being printed. And when we finally held the little machine in our hands, the
product of many hours of toil, we fought to hold back a cry of joy.
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Due to the pandemic all submissions were made online through video and
document form, links for the same are mentioned below

Design Report - The ultimate detailed explanations of team’s work and
iterative process of designing. A full proof concept of how, why and when
the smallest to smallest individual parts were conceptualized and brought
to reality. Explanations of parts, assemblies from scratch supported by
engineering proofs

Eligibility Video - in which we physically had to show the measurements of
our vehicle as well as the racecourse and make sure to show that you
meet all size constraints.

Use of Additive Part Video - in which we had to do a run through video of
our assembled vehicle & point out all of the parts of our vehicle including
non-additive manufactured parts in detail

Team Video - Comprised of us showcasing our team showing all the hard
work done alongside showing how awesome SNU is.
We also had to include the technical design discussion as to why and how
we chose our design plus how we eventually came up with the final design
through an iterative design process showing all the features highlighting
the nifty ones

Obstacle Course Video - had to be submitted showcasing our final design
flying into reality on the obstacle course (5 laps) performing all the
necessary tasks of picking up and dropping the payload under constraint
timing

Recognitions -
● HONOURABLE MENTION - No. 1 Design Report Internationally
● Perfect SCORE 1500/1500 - Technical Explanation & Design
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_msEtGL3U332iIGRWi7K5nQ8KqjWTm7U/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DbaLWQM5soLFVlRq7NT2SDDK4dHaIlhr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LJcD1EECkgGPTnd4kikziHMN728celIe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Qkn2bwzcd5V1CkCZObxj4M0aegh026Pj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a34uwiVE5Xvhw7awdSAdZphq3IqsHxT4/view?usp=sharing

